An airspace model has been developed to explore the feasibility of and automation related benefits to Concept Element (CE) 6 of NASA's Distributed AirGround Traffic Management environment. CE-6 embodies en-route trajectory negotiation between pilot and controller. This model is intended to provide a highfidelity analysis tool for evaluating the benefit mechanisms of this CE. Recent studies have shown that there is a significant economic and airspace capacity benefit to Concept Element 6, and these benefits have been referred to as "Golden Nuggets" (GN). These benefits have been broken down into three mechanisms: basic data exchange (GN1), decision support tool (DST) and Aeronautical Data Link System (ADLS) integration (GN2), and integration of DST and aircraft Flight Management System (FMS) with ADLS (GN3). GN1 allows for more accurate trajectory predictions, leading to improved DST performance, and thus a reduced controller workload and higher airspace capacity. GN2 provides impr oved intent knowledge within DSTs, and automated message composition and broadcasting. GN2 eliminates the requirement for controllers to enter clearances into a DST, a procedure that is frequently neglected at high workload, thereby improving DST performance when it is most needed. GN3 allows controllers to uplink complex clearances as a single instruction, and pilots to accept such clearances with minimal effort. In this paper, we discuss the development of a fast-time, human performance and airspace simulator, intended to model the proposed benefits of GN1, GN2, and GN3.
I. Introduction
In response to a need for a more scalable, modernized approach to air traffic management, NASA has proposed a series of Distributed Air Ground Traffic Management (DAG-TM) concepts. There are 15 of these Concept Elements (CE), and they are aimed at producing improvements in airspace capacity, while still maintaining or exceeding current levels of safety and user access. Of these 15 concepts, CE-6, entitled "Trajectory Negotiation for User-preferred Separation Assurance", is being examined for potential benefits. The concept behind CE-6 may be described as:
Appropriately equipped users will be able to submit their preferences for resolving conflicts. These preferences may include (but are not limited to): a specified 4D trajectory; a specified route, and/or altitude and/or speed profile; or, preferred degree(s)-of-freedom (route, altitude, speed) for conflict resolution. The trajectory negotiation process may involve single-flight collaboration between the ATSP and an individual user, or multiple-flight collaborations between the ATSP and multiple users for determining a balanced set of deviations among a "gaggle" (group) of flights. 1 NASA's Advanced Air Transportation Technologies Project has identified 3 key benefit mechanisms to CE-6, referred to as Golden Nuggets:
• Basic data exchange (GN1). This provides DSTs with improved knowledge of aircraft model characteristics, thereby improving their trajectory prediction accuracy. Reduction in trajectory prediction errors will lead to more accurate predictions of metering fix arrival times, and improved DST utility at higher traffic densities. The pre-existence of the En Route Descent Advisor (EDA) is assumed as a requirement for this mechanism.
• Integration of DSTs with Aeronautical Data Link System (ADLS), or GN2. GN2 reduces the controller workload required for composition of messages. GN2 also results in further improvement in DST trajectory prediction, due to the automatic update of data-linked clearance information within the DST. This effect will be most important at high workloads, when controllers are least likely to manually update the DST with voice-transmitted clearance information. An additional benefit is a reduction in controller transcription errors, when the controller is updating the DST with clearance information, and thus an improvement in controller and DST knowledge of pilot intent.
• Integration of DSTs with ADLS, and integration of aircraft Flight Management Systems (FMS) with ADLS (GN3). GN3 allows for transmission of complex clearances, which would be otherwise unmanageable by both the controller and pilot, under pre-GN or GN1 conditions, or by the pilot under GN2. Improved pilot visualization of the proposed solution, and the potential to consider a wider variety of solutions, provide a significant advantage to the trajectory negotiation of CE-6. An additional benefit is the reduction in pilot transcription errors when updating flight information, thereby improving DST knowledge of pilot intent. The key requirements for these benefit mechanisms are : EDA, to provide improved traffic predictability and automation capabilities, and ADLS, to provide a means of automating the more tedious communication. The benefits of ADLS in reducing controller workload and improving sector capacity, have been previously explored. 2, 3, 7 In investigating the feasibility and benefits of CE-6, a range of possible approaches exist. However, the diverse nature of and probable coupling between the benefit mechanisms, precludes individual investigation into each mechanism. This necessitates a broader, more comprehensive model, intended to simulate the effects of introduction of new technologies upon the system as a whole. It was decided that a model that would simulate managed and autonomous aircraft, with a mix of arrival, departure, and overflight traffic, would provide a clear means of quantifying expected benefits. A fast-time simulation was selected, as this would allow for investigation into a broader range of scenarios, and allow for a more thorough analysis of aggregate statistics.
While numerous real-time, human-in-the-loop, and fast-time airspace simulations have been developed 4, 5, 6 , few fast-time simulations have attempted to produce a high-fidelity model of delays in clearance and amendment transmission, due to controller workload, the communications link, and retransmission as a result of errors. Since the majority of CE-6 benefits derive from reductions in these three areas 7 , this necessitates a hybrid human-performance and airspace event model to provide a clear representation of the proposed benefits in terms of controller workload, and resulting improvements in system efficiency and capacity. This approach simulates the interaction between airspace events, controller workload, and any proposed automation technologies. A further benefit of a hybrid model over human-inthe-loop simulations, is that a far greater number of scenarios may be tested.
II. Architecture
The hybrid airspace model (ASM)/human performance model (HPM) was selected to provide a model that allows detailed investigation into the effects of different technologies on controller performance and airspace efficiency. This provides a closed-loop system, in which airspace events, trajectory prediction inaccuracy, and DST behavior, both affect and are affected by controller workload.
The model was developed in two parts; the ASM was developed using C++, and the HPM was developed using the modeling software, MicroSaint Sharp. The two components communicate using a Component Object Model ( COM) interface, which allows for both a modular design and low communications overhead.
The ASM is a time-based model, which steps through fixed-length time-steps. Conversely, the HPM is event-based. Contention is avoided through use of an overseer, the Executive. Where possible, the two threads have been segregated such that the HPM knows as little of the airspace characteristics and traffic data as possible, while the ASM has no knowledge whatsoever of HPM event queue ordering or delays, prior to receipt of requests and commands from the HPM. The two components perform their functions consecutively; the Executive allocates execution priority, according to which component has the most urgent event to process. In general, execution alternates, with the HPM performing a batch of operations, and then the ASM processing one timestep. However, certain tasks are performed instantaneously, with respect to the simulation clock: arrival metering performed by the controller, conflict resolution, and HPMinitiated conflict-probe requests.
The ASM itself implements several important features: multiple concurrent versions of aircraft trajectories, a complex conflict resolution ruleset derived from controller input, advanced arrival metering algorithms , and a suite of trial planning tools for the benefit of the HPM's pseudo-controller.
The benefit of modeling multiple concurrent versions of aircraft trajectories lies in the binary nature of some airspace events. For instance, prediction of separation violation is a function of flight mechanics and trajectory prediction errors for a multiple-trajectory model, whereas a single-trajectory model relies on a purely probabilistic model of aircraft behavior. A model which overlays a probabilistic model of separation violation prediction over a single, idealized trajectory, often does not allow for the correlation between different error sources that a model which considers an inaccurate trajectory does, nor does it cover intent errors to the same fidelity. Similarly, use of two distinct versions of wind data -accurate and inaccurateprovides a more accurate representation of the errors implicit in the system.
Arrival metering is a key component of the NASA DAG-TM environment, allowing for significantly increased throughput in terminal airspace at any given operator cost point, and more flexible system access for users. The progression from spatial to temporal metering is expected to produce a more efficiently separated, higher-density traffic stream, thereby improving utilization of airport capacity. 
Traffic Management Advisor (TMA)
The Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS) is a suite of DSTs for planning and controlling arrival traffic. TMA is one component of CTAS, intended to assist Center controllers in supplying a steady stream of aircraft to TRACON controllers. TMA assists controllers in fully utilizing the available capacity of the TRACON and associated airports, and provides the Center controller with additional situational awareness of the approaching stream of aircraft, and allows for more effective ordering and imposition of Required Times of Arrival (RTAs). TMA is simulated in the ASM by the arrival metering component. This supplies the simulated Center controller with RTA information, and is responsible for maintaining a steady, separated stream of traffic to the metering fix.
En Route Descent Advisor (EDA)
EDA is another component of CTAS, and is intended to assist Center controllers in applying RTAs supplied by TMA, to target aircraft. It supplies conflict free trajectory solutions to solve the RTA problem, by manipulating the lateral track, top of descent point, and descent speed schedule. EDA supplies controllers with highly predictable trajectories, allowing for maximum performance of conflict probe tools. 9 EDA is not specifically embodied by any single component of the model, but principal EDA functions are supplied by the trajectory synthesizer subsystem, and the arrival metering subsystem.
B. Specifics -ASM

Multiple Stored Trajectories
To simulate the inaccuracies for each flight in both intent and flight mechanics information known to DSTs, controllers, and pilots, the model uses multiple stored trajectories. This allows for occurrence of potential missed alerts, false conflicts, and unpredicted metering violations, and more accurately portrays the operations environment. At present, the aircraft flight model incorporates two distinct versions of flight trajectories: an intent trajectory (TI), and an "extrapolated state" trajectory (TES). The TES is defined as an accurate prediction of the aircraft's behavior, neglecting any anticipated clearances. The TI is an inaccurate prediction of the aircraft's behavior, assuming that controller transmission of anticipated clearances occurs exactly as expected. The TES is calculated using the accurate version of the winds data, and with no modeling errors, whereas the TI is calculated using an inaccurate version of the winds data, and equipagedependent trajectory prediction errors. The aircraft present position (PPos) is updated using the TES, and both trajectories are re-calculated as required; prediction of separation and metering violation, and sector pierces are all performed using the TI. Future development may include the introduction of individual trajectory predictions based on FMS, controller, or individual DST knowledge, resulting in a more realistic representation of the airspace system. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Figure 2 illustrates the effect that introducing distinct trajectory errors has on a model of conflict probe performance. Simulation of these binary events using purely stochastic models, such as r andomly perturbing trajectories themselves, does not accurately reflect real-world behavior, since the events themselves are not probabilistic in the sense that a dice roll is ; either a conflict is detected or it is not, and assigning a raw probability to the event does not reflect the complex nature of the system.
C. Executive
The Executive performs task switching between the ASM and HPM, by querying each thread for its next event time. The thread with the earliest event time is allowed to perform one operation, and then the process repeats. The Executive is also responsible for processing HPM requests; the pseudo-controller may request that a conflict be resolved, a conflict-probe be performed, or that an aircraft be assigned a Required Time of Arrival (RTA). These requests are passed to the ASM and performed instantaneously, with respect to the simulation clock, and the result is processed by the HPM in its turn.
D. Airspace Model Components 4. Conflict detection
The conflict detection (CD) subsystem uses an algebraic solution to a two-line minimum separation distance problem. Multiple coarse, bounding-box filters are used to minimize the use of the core separation violation detection algorithm, and cached flight and separation violation data are used to accelerate processing. Conflicts are identified as aircraft pairs; conflicts involving more than two aircraft are treated as multiple, independent conflicts. An effort has been made to minimize the overall cost of conflict detection, as this is a key requirement of both HPM-initiated conflict-probe requests, and conflict resolution solving. Several operations are supported by the CD: flight insertion, flight deletion, queries, and trial planning.
Flight insertion consists of three steps: decomposition of the flight into fixed time length segments, conflict detection between each new segment and cached flight segments, and storage of resultant conflicts and insertion of new flight segments. Cached flight segment data is stored as a time-sorted array of arrays of flight segments, with each "inner" array representing one fixed-time step. Cached conflict data is stored in a time -sorted array. Flight deletion involves flushing relevant conflicts from the cache, and from the flight segment cache. These operations are employed at flight start and end, and after each airspace event that triggers a flight update. The storage structure chosen for the flight segment data cache is an array of arrays, implemented as a C++ Standard Template Library 10 (STL) vector of deques (double-ended queues). The storage structure for the conflict cache is an STL vector. Queries require a copy and truncation of the conflict cache, resulting in returned conflicts that fit the selected conflict detection look-ahead, and trial planning is generally performed by copying the CD object, removing the flight in question from both caches, and comparing each candidate trajectory in turn to the cached flight segments.
The core conflict detection test is derived from consideration of the parametric equations of two line segments, and given the O(N 2 ) nature of the problem, has been optimized to improve execution speed. Benchmarking results for the algorithm are presented in an appendix.
Conflict probe
This is a function performed by the ASM, upon interrogation by the HPM. The HPM specifies the maneuver to test in the Conflict Probe Request, and the ASM performs a specialized form of the trial planning developed for the conflict resolution algorithm. Several degrees of freedom are available, such as a speed change, an altitude change, a test for safety of an immediate descent clearance, and a test for safety of a descend at pilot discretion clearance.
Sector pierce detection
The sector pierce (SP) subsystem uses a vector approach to solution of line-plane intersections, and triangle decomposition of sector polygons to reduce the cost of polygon inhabitance checks. Where possible, unnecessary computations have been eliminated, and multiple bounding-box filters have been applied to accelerate computation. Since each flight is considered individually, the sector pierce subsystem does not require a cache of flight segment data, and only caches sector pierces to provide a simpler programming interface. Sector pierces are updated after every flight update. Individual sector geometry is specified as either a set of polygons, each of which has a floor and ceiling altitude.
The sector pierce detection test has two components: a test for vertical pierces in climb or descent, and a horizontal test for pierces on the sector sides. The vertical pierce test is simplified by the triangulation of each sector polygon; a point P is determined to be inside the polygon if it passes the following test for all three vertices for any triangle in the sector:
For vertices specified on a unit sphere, when simplified:
In practice, Eqn. (2) is only considered when a flight penetrates the floor or ceiling altitude of a sector.
The horizontal pierce test for a line from P 1 to P 2 against a side specified as V i -V i+1 , with normal N is: Where X is the intersection point and f 1 is the fraction along P 1 -P 2 where intersection occurs. If f 1 is outside the range [0, 1], then an intersection has not occurred. Equation (4) may be optimized by precomputation of repeated values, eliminating all but two dot products.
The criteria for determining if the intersection point is on the face of the polygon is:
This is then simplified to:
Equation (6) allows for significant pre-computation of values, necessitating only one dot product.
Trajectory synthesizer
The trajectory synthesizer subsystem is a deterministic model of aircraft flight mechanics, using the flight dynamics equations for a point mass to produce a reasonable approximation of a generic FMS implementation. Trajectory generation uses a flight plan consisting of track information, flight characteristics such as descent Mach/CAS schedules, flexible altitude and CAS constraints, a required time of arrival (RTA) at a metering fix, and aircraft performance data taken from Eurocontrol's BADA database 11 . Within the model, the trajectory synthesizer subsystem performs the same function as CTAS' Trajectory Synthesizer. Again, given that conflict resolution and metering functions require frequent, repeated use of the trajectory synthesizer, an effort has been made to improve its average computational speed.
Conflict resolution
The conflict resolution (CR) subsystem consists of a tree-based ruleset, and a set of independent resolution maneuver algorithms. The ruleset is based on discussions with several former controllers, and verified by a questionnaire 12 , distributed to active controllers in 2004. The 17 a vailable solution maneuvers are implementations of typical controller-issued violation resolutions, or additional maneuvers added to fulfill the requirements of the new technologies under investigation, such as arrival metering. Support for two-aircraft maneuvers is available, but not currently used.
The ruleset tree is constructed from a set of 9 Boolean comparison operations, operating on a rich set of 43 available variables, and two verbs: "swap who moves", and "perform resolution". The ruleset is stored in a human-readable XML format. Upon receipt of a resolution request, CR traverses the ruleset tree, evaluating expressions, and executing resolution maneuvers, until a resolution is found, or the algorithm reaches a leaf node. If no resolution is found, a default last-resort maneuver is called, which tries multiple altitude and speed changes. solution. Each maneuver attempts to move the selected aircraft by the minimum amount possible, while still maintaining separation assurance. This does not result in the minimum-cost solution, as that would require simultaneous consideration of the full range of available maneuvers. The goal is not trajectory optimization, it is recreation of typical controller behavior. Figure 4 is a screenshot of the XML-Format CR ruleset, demonstrating the flexibility of the CR subsystem: rules and sub-rules are declared, leading to maneuver "actions" and selection of the target aircraft, and numerous predicates are defined, based on floating-point and symbolic constants, and generation of a true/false random number. 
Arrival metering
The arrival metering subsystem performs the functions of the simulated Traffic Management Advisor (TMA); it monitors the predicted inter-arrival times of aircraft approaching a metering fix, determines when flights require metering, triggers metering violation notifications to the HPM, and performs RTA maintenance tasks. It also supplies high-level functions to the simulated EDA: it produces lateral-path pathstretching solutions and supplies estimated times of arrival, allowing for intent prediction of a flight that does not yet know of its imminent RTA, thereby allowing for more accurate CD near the metering fix. This subsystem consists of a queuing engine and a trajectory solver that produces trajectories that meet arrival time constraints.
The queuing engine takes the set of flights which are scheduled to arrive at the fix, and arranges them such that they satisfy arrival requirements, where possible. Flights are scheduled such that they arrive at the earliest time possible, to provide a maximum buffer to avoid overloading the TRACON, and to minimize delays. After several design iterations, considering both first-in/first-out (FIFO), and semi-intelligent slotfilling algorithms, it was found that improved system predictability, better adherence to inter-arrival time minima, and a significant reduction in computational cost was achieved using a FIFO approach. The driving force behind this was the way in which overtaking scenarios were handled; if a vertical degree of freedom was allowed, a more complex queuing algorithm would likely be beneficial.
The trajectory solving algorithm takes an input flight plan, an imposed RTA, and, where necessary, uses multiple-vector maneuvers to produce a solution, using high-level Trajectory Synthesizer functionality. Where a path-stretch is required, one or two randomly located inflexion points are used; due to the simplicity of the solution space, a Monte Carlo method generally obtains a solution within a few iterations. Path-stretch and delay algorithms do not consider altitude change as a degree of freedom; only changes in cruise and descent airspeed and lateral path are considered.
The net effectiveness of the algorithm chosen can be demonstrated by comparing the inter-arrival times obtained through simulation, to those obtained from transponder data. This was performed as part of the model validation.
GUI
For the purposes of debugging the simulation, several GUI windows have been developed. These GUIs are, however, useful for visualization of airspace behavior. These are drawn using OpenGL 13 graphics primitives, on Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) generated windows. None were explicitly developed to specifically mimic current DST interfaces. The displays include: a pseudo-radar console, a TMA-like metering display, communications log windows, and a flight separation display. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Note that in the radar display, the red circles are predicted conflicts, the large green circle is the freeze radius for the DAG-TM metering fix BAMBE, and the white lines represent aircraft predicted tracks. The metering display shows the allocated slot for each metered aircraft, and the amount of forward "slack" available -how much leeway exists if the aircraft were to accelerate immediately.
Atmospherics
The atmospherics subsystem consists of an accurate wind model, an inaccurate wind model, and an implementation of the ICAO International Standard Atmosphere 14 . The inaccurate wind model is derived from the accurate model prior to simulation start, using a normally distributed random error, with mean and standard deviation taken from Ref. 15 . Winds aloft are derived from forecast winds for the scenario day, specified for a 2.5° square grid, with samples taken every 1 ,000' of altitude, and every 6 hours. Interpolation is applied in the horizontal and vertical dimensions, but given the sample frequency, interpolation is not performed with respect to time. Atmospherics data is the single largest consumer of system memory, so an effort was made to minimize the memory footprint.
Messaging
Communications between the HPM and ASM are performed synchronously through callback methods. Execution halts while data is being exchanged, and is resumed by the Executive when both models are ready to continue. Communication between the ASM and HPM is performed using COM callback functions to transmit variables and arrays individually; a group of these variables make up a message packet.
The message types sent by the ASM are:
• Separation Violation Prediction (CD).
• Sector Pierce (SP).
• Metering Violation (MV). • Aircraft State.
• Resolution Maneuver (RM), upon receipt of a separation or metering violation resolution request, and resolution or non-resolution of the separation or metering violation.
• Conflict-Probe Result, as a reply to a Conflict-Probe Request message.
• Top of Descent (TOD) clearance request. The message types sent by the HPM are:
• Clearance. This may be as a reply to an SP message, a TOD message, or an RM message.
• Separation Violation Resolution Request, as a reply to a CD message.
• Metering Violation Resolution Request, as a reply to an MV message.
• Conflict-Probe Request.
E. Human Performance Model Overview
The conventional approach to evaluating the human performance of air traffic controllers is to place them in a full fidelity or part-task simulation, control some set of variables, and systematically vary others to measure human-system performance. Although invaluable to the human factors researcher, the significant complexity and cost of these simulations suggest that more cost effective methods of human factors research are needed. One alternative that is gaining popularity is computational human performance modeling. In this paradigm, the human and the system elements of interest are represented as computational entities. These entities are modeled to interact with the system elements just as the controller would in operational setting, and performance can be quantified.
A key benefit of human performance modeling is that it can be used to down-select potential candidate studies for human-in-the-loop simulation. In addition, decisions about NAS investments and upgrades may have to leverage techniques such as human performance modeling if the appropriate tradeoff studies are going to be conducted early enough in the concept development to guide investment decisions.
F. The Capacity -Workload Relationship
Within the NAS, en route sector saturation (or overload) is indicative of a situation in which controller workload has potentially surpassed acceptable levels. In other words, the demands of monitoring and controlling traffic exceed or nearly exceed the human resources available (most often cognitive, auditory, or visual limitations). One of the roles of the Center traffic management unit (TMU) is to prevent the traffic load from exceeding acceptable levels. If traffic demands are excessive, the TMU can reduce the traffic load through various procedural methods such as miles-in -trail (MIT) spacing, rerouting, capping/restricting altitude profiles, and departure delays. Essentially, these methods have the effect of reducing the number of aircraft in a sector to levels corresponding to acceptable workload. En route sector capacity is currently bound by the limitations of radar controllers (i.e., R-side). By distributing R-side task load to automation, decision support tools, and the radar associate position, more aircraft can be accommodated at the sector level, and en route throughput can be increased.
We hypothesize that as new technologies and procedures are implemented in the NAS, Rside productivity will be increased on a per flight operation basis. Consequently, we expect that the FAA will allow sector capacities (or an equivalent parameter for the future, such as dynamic density † † 16, 17 ) to increase while maintaining the same levels of controller workload deemed acceptable today. This will reduce the magnitude and frequency of TMU -derived traffic management restrictions, increasing NAS capacity.
III. Modeling Approach
There are different approaches to human performance modeling, each with advantages and disadvantages. The approach used for this study is referred to as a reductionist approach 18 , which uses human/system task sequence as the primary organizing structure. The individual models of human behavior † † Research has been conducted correlating controller workload to a more complex set of variables 16, 17 beyond sector loading. However, this remains a research issue so this paper only considered increases to the MAP as a means for increasing sector capacity. Furthermore, airspace redesign could clearly have an effect on airspace capacity, but we assumed today's airspace would remain unchanged for the purpose of our analysis. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics for each task or task element are connected to this task sequencing structure. We refer to it as reductionist because this particular process of modeling human behavior involves taking the larger aspects of human system behavior (e.g., "Control air traffic") and then successively reducing them to smaller elements of behavior (e.g., "perform conflict resolution, "issue clearance") until a level of decomposition is reached at which reasonable estimates of human performance for the task elements can be made. Reductionist models are commonly referred to as task network models because they allow for a direct mapping of a task analysis into a model structure.
The human performance model was developed in the Micro Saint Sharp discrete event simulation framework, which uses C# as the modeling language. The advantages to C# as modeling language are that it is easy to learn for the novice mo deler while providing powerful capabilities for the experienced modeler. Micro Saint Sharp facilitates the modeling of multi-tasking, task interruptions (and corresponding task resumption), and queues (used here for controller task prioritization).
G. Controller Tasks
The simulated airspace consists of staffed and ghost airspace. Staffed airspace is defined as the airspace where the controllers' task and actions are modeled. Ghost airspace in this study is defined as airspace that is needed to support the modeling, but the controller actions are not modeled. Specifically, ghost airspace supports handoffs for aircraft headed to and from the staffed airspace.
Below are lists of R-side tasks that are performed on a continuous basis 19 and were incorporated into the model. Note that this is not a complete list -some tasks were not modeled because the corresponding airspace events were not considered in this round of research (e.g., user requests). Other tasks that were not modeled are tasks not performed a continuous basis (e.g., selecting user preferences for the workstation). 
R-side (
Controller priorities
The controller task prioritization scheme is comprised of two elements: The first element is the perceived time to react to an airspace event, which we define to be the perceived time available to complete the corresponding task minus the perceived time required. The second element is the penalty if the task is not completed within the time available. If a task is initiated too early, it may result in unnecessary task load (e.g., conflict was a false alert) or require further task load to correct a downstream event (e.g., transferring controller initiates handoff too early and later must regain control authority of the aircraft to provide an instruction/clearance). On the other hand, if a task is initiated too late, it may result in a performance error (e.g., operational error, missed STA slot, late handoff), which in turn may require more task load to correct (e.g., missed STA slot means aircraft must be delayed further for next available STA slot). We assume the controller aggregates the perceived time to react and associated penalty for noncompletion to determine perceived time pressure. The higher the perceived time pressure, the higher the task priority. Human-in-the-loop data to support this effort was recently collected and will be calibrated and validated in the HPM in 2005.
Multi-tasking is modeled based on the theory that humans have four channels of resources -visual, auditory, cognitive, and psychomotor 20 and these channels are independent of each other. Thus, tasks that use primarily different channels can be performed concurrently. For example, monitoring the display while listening to a clearance readback is possible because the monitoring task is primarily a visual task whereas listening is primarily an auditory and cognitive task.
The task times assumed for this study came from several unpublished sources at the FAA William J. Hughes Technical Center and the FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute. In some instances, task times were not available. In those situations, task timing data was estimated by the subject matter experts and researchers assuming that task timing data should correlate to a mature system operated by controllers with extensive experience.
H. Validation results
Arrival Metering Algorithm
As part of the ASM preliminary validation, an analysis was made of the arrival metering algorithm, in terms of its' ability to feed a steady stream of separated aircraft to the TRACON, and of the airspace simulation, in terms of its ability to replicate actual behavior. This was done by performing a simulation using input flight plans for a good weather scenario day, 6 January, 2000, for a period from midnight to midnight, Greenwich Mean Time. This scenario simulated the GN3 technologies, and used synthetic airspace produced for the DAG-TM project, located around the DFW TRACON. The simulated airspace "includes one high altitude en route sector, high and low altitude arrival sectors, and a sector with a mix for arrival, departure, and en route traffic" 21 . The discrepancy between technology equipage in the as -flown and as -modeled cases, was intended to allow simultaneous consideration of both the metering algorithm, and the airspace model's ability to approximately reproduce metering fix entry conditions. The results of this simulation run were then compared to as-flown inter-arrival times, estimated from ETMS transponder data by determining the time at the point of closest approach to the metering fix, for a given flight. The results are presented in Figure 6 . American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The discontinuity of the as -modeled curve at 90 seconds is a result of the inter-arrival rate target being set to 90 seconds. Approximately 20 flights, 13.8% of the total, fell beneath this target, due to the arrival rate temporarily exceeding available capacity. The lack of a discontinuity in the as -flown data is explained by the lack of temporal arrival metering in current operations.
The portion of the curve to the right of the discontinuity represents flights in which metering was not required to produce adequate separation over the metering fix. The close correspondence between the asflown, and the as -modeled data, verifies that the airspace model is supplying the metering algorithm with a realistic spread of input flight inter-arrival times. A similar result may be obtained, with strong similarity along the curve and without a discontinuity, for a case in which metering is not used.
Flight Distance
As a second form of preliminary validation, a comparison was made between aircraft trajectories generated by the model, and those flown on a typical day. The as -modeled data, was taken from a simulation run, using current operations procedures and technologies, and the as -flown data was taken from ETMS transponder data, truncated at entry to the simulated airspace. A strong correlation was found between the flight distance for the as -flown trajectories to the as -modeled trajectories. The correlation coefficient for the data was 0.93, with significant scatter. This scatter is due to discrepancies between the two data sets, a result of the uncertainties involved in recreating the scenario in question.
While this analysis does not demonstrate direct correspondence on an individual basis, it demonstrates clearly a correlation between the as -flown and as-modeled trajectories, and thus verifies the validity of the model, on an aggregate level. A further investigation is being made into methods for reduction of this individual variation.
Future Validation
While preliminary validation has been performed on the ASM, further verification and validation work has been planned, and Human-in-the-loop simulations will be conducted at the FAA Technical Center in 2005 for the purpose of HPM calibration and validation.
IV. Conclusion
The Advanced Aviation Transportation Technologies project has developed a fast-time airspace simulation tool, to determine the benefit potential of the Golden Nuggets benefit mechanisms. This tool Inter-Arrival Time (min)
As Flown As Modeled combines a high-fidelity model of human performance with a sophisticated airspace model, thereby enabling researchers to investigate the benefits of reduced controller workload from automation technologies. The model itself is highly flexible, allowing for easy reconfiguration of airspace and traffic characteristics, to support simulation of en route and en route-TRACON transition airspace. A range of simulated technologies may be enabled, allowing for simulation of multiple equipage types. The tool employs complex conflict resolution algorithms, intended to mimic the possible actions of a human controller. Conflict resolution decisions are based on a human-readable conflict resolution ruleset, to allow for easy maintenance and modification, and to provide the facility for technology dependent rulesets. This ruleset is tree-based, allowing for complex decision making to occur, providing a more realistic approximation of human behavior. The ruleset design allows for great flexibility; one way in which this may be advantaged is through implementation of technology-dependent rulesets.
Aircraft performance characteristics are easily modified, and are read directly from BADA data files, an industry standard data source. Aircraft performance is modeled by point-mass dynamics, combining realistic representation with computational efficiency. Aircraft performance is modeled using two distinct trajectories; one is used to update aircraft state, while the other is used in DST and controller functions, thereby providing a close approximation of the uncertainties related to actual operations.
The model implements a range of graphical displays, thereby simplifying model and scenario testing, and also a benefit for a simulation user, in that it allows for instantaneous and repeated inspection of system behavior. This facility was not part of the original specifications, but was implemented as a means of quality assurance, and later expanded to provide the customer with additional simulation functionality.
Further model validation will be conducted, including human-in-the-loop simulations to verify the validity of the human performance model. This is expected to provide the authors with a greater understanding of the advantages and limitations of this model. 
